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The Format
➢3 evenings;  1 hour per evening. 2 

sessions.
➢25 min session 1;  25 min session 2, 10 

min Q/A.
➢Feel free to question the Biblical basis of 

the material presented:
➢Be like the Bereans (read Acts 17:11).
➢Nothing said should contract a single Scripture.

Author: Ed Van Gennip ed@truescience.ca
Foundational material for the Museum of Natural Science and History
Much reuse from the Bible, Creation Ministries International,  Answers In Genesis



The Outline
➢Evening 1 – Creation & 
              The Flood

➢Evening 2 – Science & History

➢Evening 3 – Always be ready 
to give a reason for your 
beliefs.
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➢Session 4 – History
➢Read
➢Ramapithicus, Lucy
➢Neanderthal & Cro-magnon
➢Piltdown & Nebraska man
➢Believing scientists
➢Unbelieving scientists
➢Mount St. Helens
➢The Grand Canyon
➢Fossil formation
➢Oil formation
➢Summary

Evening 2 – Science and History
➢Session 3 – Science

➢Read
➢Science is interpretation
➢Ancient Arctic life
➢Beginning of Life
➢Random or ordered?
➢Information
➢Plants
➢Animals / Dinosaurs
➢Introduction to Darwin
➢Ernst Haeckel Fraud
➢Summary

Some science covered last night – astronomy, geology 
Tonight life of plants, animals and humans



Read
➢Genesis 1:24 – 31

➢24, 25 – ‘Kind’
➢26, 27 – man in ‘our image’.
➢28 – God talks to man, no animals
➢29, 30 – God talks about food for man ‘and’ beasts.

➢Anywhere in the Bible any hint of evolving?
➢Bible does talk about variations in man:

➢Read Genesis 6:4 – Nephilim (giants)
➢11:8 (language)
➢ Song of Solomon 1:5 (black skin)

The image is evolutions idea of where man came from.  
Some variations but basically some monkey or ape form changed, evolved over long periods of time to become human. 
Billy Barty – 3’9” 
Shak O’Neal – 7’1”



Ramapithicus, Lucy
➢What did they find in 1930?
➢14 million years old.
➢ “Ramapithicus is ideally 

structured to be an ancestor 
of hominids. If he isn't, we 
don't have anything else 
that is.”
➢Time Magazine 
   (Nov. 7, 1977)

➢ From bones, artist drew 
Lucy.

➢ 3.5 millions years old.
➢ Found in 1974, Ethiopia.
➢ Ribs, pelvis, legs, foot 

design distinct from 
humans.

➢ Evolutionist admits foot 
wrong but says textbooks 
OK.

➢ Lucy is not pre-human.
Found a jaw bone and some teeth. 
Artist created an entire creator. 
Time magazine quote shows how poor this science is. They have nothing better. 
But, that was in 1977, 45 years ago. Maybe there is more evidence now! 
Especially important as after 1977 a baboon was found in Ethiopia with same jaw. 
No longer considered part of human ancestry. 

Ape ribs are conical shaped, Human ribs are barrel-like. 
Pelvic design and balance ape like, not human. 
Angle of knee joint  different from Orangutan, spider monkey, human, chimp and gorilla. 
Foot and toe design like monkey, not human 



Neanderthal and Cro-magnon man
➢Found in Dusseldorf, 

Germany in 1856.
➢Lived 130,000 – 30,000 

years ago.
➢Painted in caves, musical, 

spoke, buried dead, used 
jewelry.

➢DNA shows 100% human.

➢ Found in France, 1868
➢ 5 partial skeletons 

found.
➢ Dated to 26,000 BC.
➢ Evolutionists say 

human, but shows 
cultural evol.

➢ Lived in huts, baked, 
sewed, artists, musical.

➢ Nothing related to evol.

Female and man skulls

Original images are more ape like. Modern images, as we have more evidence, are human -fully human! 
Picture shows living in caves. Genesis 19:30 says Lot and daughter lives in a cave. 
Hebrews 11:38 talks about great men of God living in caves. After flood probably lives in caves. 
Many other references. 

DNA tests show some small variations but modern humans have even more variations. They are human. 
Cannot be used as evolution evidence, but most people do not realize this, still think a ore0human ancestor.
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Piltdown man and Nebraska man

➢500,000 years old.
➢ In England found parts 

below between 1908 and 
1912.

➢NY Times said “Darwin 
Theory proved true.”

➢1953 exposed as fraud.

➢1 million years old 
fossil.

➢Found in 1922.
➢Used as evidence of 

evolution at 1925 
Scopes trial.

➢Proved to be an extinct 
pig’s tooth.

➢Entire claim of a ‘man’ 
was based on a single 
tooth.

Parts found were the black parts, so the smaller portions. The white parts are recreations – guesses. 
In 1953, Piltdown Man was exposed as a forgery. The skull was from a modern human; jawbone and teeth were from an orangutan.  
Teeth had been filed down to make them look human.  
The bones and teeth had been chemically treated (and sometimes even painted) to give them the appearance of being ancient.  

Nebraska man – entire claim on 1 tooth. Shows how desperate evolutionists are.



Remember this picture:
Typical evolution picture

No Ramapithicus

No Lucy, no Nebraska Man

No Piltdown man, 
no Neanderthal, no Cro-Magnon

Just animal and man, as Bible
Says tells us in Genesis 1.



Believing Scientists
➢Many believers from all fields. 

For example:
➢Leonardo da Vinci 1452–1519
➢Johann Kepler 1571–1630
➢Blaise Pascal 1623–1662
➢Sir Isaac Newton 1642–1727
➢Michael Faraday 1791-1867
➢Georges Cuvier 1769-1832
➢Samuel Morse 1791-1872
➢James Joule 1818-1889
➢Louis Pasteur 1822-1895

➢ Maxwell – electricity
➢ Owen – zoology
➢ Von Braun – rockets
➢ Many more older and 

more recent scientists 
who believed in God 
and creation.

da Vinci – artist (Last supper) also aeronautics, anatomy, physics, optics, … 
Kepler – Planetary motion, tracked star motion 
Pascal – many fields of mathematics 
Newton – calculus, gravity, conservation of energy, light 
Faraday – physics, electricity, magnetism 
Cuvier – anatomy, paleontology (fossils) 
Morse – morse code (telegraph) – “What Hath God Wrought” – first message. 
Joule – heat flow. Joule unit of energy names after him. 
Pasteur – pasturization process to kill germs. 



Unbelieving Scientists
➢Sir Richard Dawkins
➢Stephen Hawkins
➢Many, many more.
➢Many readily admit they do not see 

evidence of evolution in their field of science 
but believe it does exist in other’s fields.

➢Most do not study the creationist evidence.
➢Many close minded, not willing to talk.
➢Media – TV, movies, magazines exaggerate 

greatly what scientists state in their journals.

Dawkins and Hawkins 2 most famous right now 
I don’t follow or read them much, they have enough support without me. 
Evidence in others fields – sounds like FAITH 

Example – my father in law – will not talk about a global flood. He was trained in geology and will not question that training. He has FAITH in his teachers. 

I’ve read articles in magazine and newspaper, then look up what the scientists actually said and the media exaggerates it greatly.



Mount St Helen’s – May 18, 1980

A terrible and great event happened on May 18, 1980. In Washington state in USA, Mount St Helen’s volcano erupted. 
It did terrible destruction. It was great as it was well tracked  by scientists. 
They learned an extreme amount about volcano’s and erosion in a very short period of time. 
Valley coming from mountain was mug flow at 600 miles per hour. Cut the valley. See a person standing in it now. 
Forest gone. Most ended up in the lake, which is now prime area for vegetation compression into coal or oil, if there was enough pressure on it. 
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The 
Grand  

Canyon

Basaltic rocks of Uinkaret Plateau
six K-Ar model ages 0.01 to 17 million
five Rb-Sr model ages 1270 to 1390 million
one Rb-Sr isochron age 1340 million
one Pb-Pb isochron age 2600 million

Gardenas Basalt  (Precambrian)
five K-Ar model ages 791 to 853 million
six Rb-Sr model ages 980 to 1100 million
one K-Ar isochron age 715 million
one Rb-Sr isochron age 1070 million

Paleozoic

Precambrian

Cross section of the Grand Canyon showing the different layers of rock and geological time scale evolutionary scientists  set. 
The pre-cambrian is basalt – like lava or molten rock that has hardened. 
Paleozoic section is sedimentary, meaning many layers of rock laid down by a flood. 
Younger rock should be on top of order rock – logical. 
Interesting that the top layer, using the same dating technique as the bottom shows an older age, not younger. 
Also notice the vastly different ages using different dating techniques.



Era Period Time (mil)
Quarternary 1.8 – present

Teritary 6.5 – 1.8

Cretaceous 14.5 – 6.5

Jurassic 208 – 14.5

Triassic 245 – 208

Permian 290 – 245

Carboniferous 363 – 290

Devonian 410 – 363

Silurian 440 – 410

Ordovician 505 – 440

Cambrian 544 – 505

Precambrian 650 - 544

Cenozoic

Mesozoic

Paleozoic

The 
Grand  

Canyon

This shows all the geologic time periods. See grand canyon is very old. Dinosaurs were in the green period. 
Humans in a small part of the top brown area.
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The Grand Canyon
➢Hard to believe such a huge canyon could be 

created quickly by a flood.
➢Also hard to believe the small Colorado river 

could erode it.
➢446 km long
➢29 km wide
➢1.8 km deep
➢Right conditions
   and can happen 
   quickly.

Picture shows a small part of the canyon, with a glass floor walkway, unsupported, extending our over the canyon so you can look straight down! 
See canyon go off into the distance father than can be seen. 
I took my family there in 2006. Incredible sight. HUGE! 
Remember Mount St Helen’s – formed in a few hours, 1 volcano. 
Think about many volcano’s, earth crust moving, water over everything, then water draining quickly off the land.  
Could well create the Grand Canyon in ½ year, as Bible says water retreated for ½ year. 
Also, remember, this is sedimentary rock, so it was laid down by a huge (global) flood in the first place, in the first 180 days, or probably much less. 
So flood laid down the rock, then carved out a channel as much of the water covering the USA flowed off into the Pacific ocean, off California.



Fossil Formation
“Fossils offer the most 
direct evidence that 
evolution takes place….
Fossils, therefore, provide 
an actual record of Earth’s 
past life-forms. Change 
over time (evolution) can 
be seen in the fossil 
record.”
Biology: Principles and Explorations, Holt, 
Rinehart, Winston, 2001, p. 283.

“There is no 
question that 
Such gaps exist. A big gap
Appears at the beginning of
The Cambrian explosion, over
500 million years ago, when
Great numbers of new species
suddenly appeared in the
fossil record.”
David Berlinski (evolutionist), A Tour of the 

Calculus, 1995

Skeleton – Archaeopteryx – a dinosaur bird like creature, supposed to link the two by evolution. 

One person says fossils are a record of the past. 
Another says there is a big gap at the Cambrian explosion. 
Look back at the chart. Cambrian is where sedimentary rocks start forming – flood! 
Fossils begin at the exact time of the flood. How strange is that. Evolutionists do not accept that as they do not accept a flood. 
Cambrian explosion – huge amounts of fossils all buried at once. Great death without decay, buried fast to for fossils. Flood evidence again.
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Fossil Formation
➢A fossil is a plant or 

animal preserved in 
rock. Some are tapped 
in ice or tar but most in 
lime, mud or sand that 
turned into rock.

➢Transitional fossils?
➢Should be billions.
➢Not one ever found.
➢There are no 

transitions!

➢Suppose a global 
flood
➢Small seafloor 

creatures buried first.
➢Water plants, then land 

plants.
➢Land creatures later.
➢Larger, more mobile 

land creatures last.
➢What does fossil 

record show?
➢Exactly this pattern.

The plant or animal needs to be trapped and buried before it can be eaten or decay. 
The sand or mud must turn to rock, usually through great pressure – like the weight of flood waters pushing down on it. 
If evolution were taking place when all these fossils laid down, the transitional life forms should also be buried there. 
No transitional fossils have been found,  but there should be far more transitions than non-transitions (many failed transitions to make one good one) 
No evidence – no transitions – no evolution.



Oil Formation
➢Scientists not 100%  

sure how oil is formed.
➢Living things changed 

over millions of years 
with heat and 
pressure.

➢Need solid rock to trap 
the oil from seeping 
away.

➢Usually deep in the 
earth.

➢Living matter dies at 
surface. Gets buried.

➢Needs heat and 
pressure. Pressure 
causes some heat.

➢Pressure at the 
surface? Flood, so 
surface is now not 
surface.

➢Sediment buried by 
many layers, forms 
oil.

Deep in the earth as there is heat and pressure. 
How did the living matter get deep?  Don’t know. 
What if it was not deep but near surface, bottom of oceans and rivers and lakes. 
Flood comes, deposits more vegetation, then sediment buries it.  
Weight of sediment and flood water create pressure and heat. Forms oil. 
Flood well explains how oil could have formed.



Summary
➢Looked at history of mankind, canyon 

formation, fossil formation and oil formation.
➢History of these events on earth does not 

match a long timeline, millions and billions of 
years.

➢History does fit well with a short timeline – 
thousands of years AND a global flood.

➢The evidence points to a recent creation 
followed by a global flood which has 
changed the original earth into the earth we 
live in.

We look at the current earth and whatever we can find in it (fossils) that tell us something about the past. 
We cannot see the past directly, so must make theories based on what we do see. 
The creation theory fits the evidence better than any other theory.



Evening 3 – Always be ready!
➢Session 6 – Wrap-up

➢Read
➢Schools, government
➢Scientific community
➢Church capitulation
➢Paul in Athens, plant 

seeds
➢Do not be discouraged
➢Christianities Difference

➢Session 5 – Be Ready
➢Read
➢Old age, giants, dragons
➢Mankind’s migration
➢Darwin’s Theory Today
➢Big Bang Theory Today
➢Richard Dawkins
➢Evolution is a faith - religion
➢Evolutions logical 

conclusion
➢Be ready to give an answer 

for why you believe what 
you believe!


